
 
 
 
 
November 18, 2019 
It Starts at the Cellular Level 
 
Dream interpretation works best when dreams are used to help us identify problems, potential 
dangers, and even remedies in our lives, by identifying symbols in the dreams as they relate to 
the dreamer on Mental, Emotional, Physical, Spiritual levels.  
 
Example: Dreams of being in a house is often the dreamer’s own body. If there are plumbing 
problems, well, time to look at how the dreamer’s own digestive, renal system is working.  The 
dream of looking at someone else’s house is a bit trickier because it can mean you’re looking at 
someone else’s health issues. Dreams of cities can indicate family history issues or community 
issues, etc. . 
 
We speak a language of symbols and symbolism when we are talking to ourselves.  Think about 
it: We don’t spell out words when we speak, we say whole words. Those words weave into a 
shape, a fabric if you will, that shapes our sense of self.  
 
In a sense, our bodies are always communicating to us, but we don’t hear it or even understand 
it because it’s a language we are told is useless. People tell us that “It’s only a dream” as if 
dreams themselves have no value, when in fact, it is dreams that create our world, and build 
our future world.  Collectively, we are living in a world that first came through dreams.  
 
Every cell in our body, every neuron in our nerve system, is speaking to us. From the Cellular 
Level on up. If we learned enough about these symbols, maybe, just maybe, we could recognize 
dangers before they take over, such as Cancer or mental illness, or prevent crisis before they 
completely manifest, by learning the signs of what is coming, what is upon us, or even what is 
programed into our genes, and what therefore, we must be vigilant in monitoring lest it 
manifest into a health issue for the body, and for our lives.  
 
Living in A Nightmare 
 
Just as dreams reflect our physical, spiritual and mental health issues, so does the world around 
us reflect the systems that run the cogs that rule our lives. The sicknesses in our society 
manifest themselves in the form of poverty, addiction, violence, oppression and the cancer in 
these cases, the cause of all these ailments in the body of our society? Corruption.  
 
Corruption infects every level of every system, of every system of government on the planet. 
It’s now at the cellular level.  It’s in our schools starting with curriculum, our PTA’s where 
parents who don’t have to work two & three jobs to make ends meet, decide how our schools 
treat students and teach students in ways that keep the advantage of White, Male (Patriarchy) 
and Christian, our markets where hiring and pay are based on gender and race, and in some 
communities, religion, and in our social circles where we segregate by wealth, race, religion.  
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Look at how our laws are applied.  If you are a multi-billion dollar company such as FED-EX, you 
literally pay ZERO taxes.  The burden shifts to the poor to pay more. Paying more when you 
have less to begin with, is how the wealth gap widens. It insures a cycle of poverty that knocks 
more people down rather than helping more people to lift themselves out.  
 
That dynamic serves to create almost everything that ails us as a society and as a nation.  The 
wealthiest have the attention of those we elect to make our laws. The wealthiest are in a 
position to protect their wealth at the expense of the poorest.  
 
All the poors have is their vote. And now, with the voting irregularities, the machines that flip 
votes, the machines that mark ballots with a barcode that no voter can read, along with the 
gerrymandering and the abrupt purging of registered voters where literally, hundreds of 
thousands of legally registered voters, are suddenly showing up to vote and find they cannot 
vote because some flawed system that allowed them to be removed and therefore have no 
voice in the foundation of a system that rules every aspect of their lives. Funny how 99% of 
purged voters only happens with Republican Secretaries of States, and those purged are 
disproportionately Black and Democrats.  
 
Multi levels of disempowerment literally cripple our system, make it lean heavily in favor of 
those with wealth and power. It creates an imbalance that is self-perpetuating. Imbalance in a 
system is how we get violence, addictions, and media portrayals of those who suffer from the 
corrupt taking all, the poor paying all, as “Losers”. The victim is portrayed as the cause of their 
own suffering.  
 
Example: We see a drunk or an addict staggering and flailing in public, we think: “Get them out 
of my space! They chose to do this!” 
 
We don’t consider: “They are suffering, they need help, we need to have a system to help 
them.” We don’t think that because we know we don’t have a system to help them, and in fact, 
we, Society/Nation, are the cause of these afflictions. We can’t overwhelm ourselves with that 
because we might question how this imbalance took hold, and what needs to be done to create 
a more stable balance.  
 
A system more in balance would be healthier for all of us. But we have no control over that 
system because only the wealthiest steer the legislation that uses our tax dollars, makes our 
laws, into areas that benefit the wealthiest at the expense of the rest of us.  
 
The people we condemn as “losers” in our midst are actually the living symbols of what is out of 
balance in our neighborhoods, our States and our Federal Government, and we are unable to 
interpret that warning for what it is.  
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We have laws against murder. You murder people by any means: direct violence, poison, 
staging an ‘accident’, or hiring an assassin, etc., you go to prison.  UNLESS you murder hundreds 
of thousands, or possibly millions…. And you do it for profits: Billions and Billions of dollars in 
profits. Then, maybe, you pay a fine. See the Sackler Family and their pharma company that not 
only made Oxycontin, they made it as addicting as possible and misled every medical 
professional, and then joked about it in their emails and texts to one another.  
 
Someone sells you crack or meth and you die from it, they go to jail. Someone sells you 
Oxycontin and you become addicted (within a few days or less), you go out and commit crimes 
to secure more when you are abruptly cut off, or you die from an overdose, they get to buy a 
few more congress critters, lobby for the laws that let them skate, attend high end fundraisers, 
and are lauded as “Pillars of Society”, with no real consequences.   
 
Not one member of the Sackler Family has been arrested, even though they are known to be 
the perpetuators of mass deaths, the cause of these deaths, the cause of the violence in the 
lives of these addicts, their families and their villages, towns and cities… and even as they move 
their money into offshore accounts to protect it while they declare bankruptcy, they still get to 
attend fundraisers for politicians who will, if elected or re-elected, protect them from 
consequences.  
 
How does this cancer on our system continue to metastasize without us knowing it? Without us 
being able to cure it? At the cellular level, like all cancers. It quietly invades each cell of our 
society via different routes but doing the damage just the same.  
 
First, society has been conditioned since Contact, to view other Human Beings as lesser, even as 
non-Human or sub Human. That makes it okay to hurt them, rob them, deny them access, and 
deny them Justice for the wrongs done to them. And to deny them the vote in how they are 
governed and who makes those laws. You don’t have to deny them all, just enough of them to 
make it overwhelmingly difficult for them to overcome the odds stacked against them. Call 
them “Lazy”.  
 
The cellular level of the cancer that afflicts our society resides in how we are taught who we are 
and what our place in this system is.  The overwhelmingly White, Male, Christian Centric form 
of history is a false history by both its omission of a majority of figures that are neither White, 
Male, nor Christian, and by the “fabulization” or hagiographic adulation attributing to some 
figures, qualities and accomplishments that they never possessed, never embodied, never 
contributed to, while omitting the courage, deeds, accomplishments of those who do not fit the 
White Male Christian template upon which all these narratives are written.  
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This leads to generations of ingrained ignorance that is tatamount to having a genetic weakness 
in the body of society that leaves it easily prone to, susceptible to triggers that set off 
predictable reactions of individuals in groups that do greater and greater damage to our sense 
of unity and society.   
 
The call for common sense gun laws gets radicalized by those who want to trigger violence by 
saying that is equal to taking away all guns from all people. That position makes no sense, and 
yet, there it is, every single time the subject is broached.  We’re talking about taking away 
weapons that are not designed for either hunting or self-defense, but rather a weapon 
designed for the battlefield that has only one purpose: To kill as many humans as possible in 
the span of less than a minute.  
 
People don’t understand the Second Amendment, they only parrot the misleading edited 
version that became the staple of the NRA.  The 2A was never intended to allow every citizen 
every kind of weapon known to exist. There has to be limitations. We can’t have flame 
throwers, cannons, nuclear weapons, etc.  Also, the 2A was written in an age of Muskets. It was 
specific that because there was no established Military, and that is key, there was NO 
established Military because we were not yet a Nation, that the men had to be armed and 
belong to a Well-Organized Militia and Militias were defined as being run by the governors of 
their States, not by the gang of guys down the road.  
 
If anyone can declare their gang a “Militia” then literally, gangs can declare themselves Militias 
and make up their own laws and declare themselves immune from State & Federal laws and 
regulations.  But, no one thinks that logical path to its logical conclusion because they are 
triggered at the cellular level, instilled through generations of misguided, inaccurate, false 
history in the curriculum of schools. A false history that became more deeply ingrained through 
media: Movies, TV shows, Books, and the slanted coverage of Newspapers who felt it was 
necessary to adhere to the template narrative of White, Male, Christian Hero rather than the 
reality, the truth, and without nuance, so it has been—Since CONTACT. 
 
The built-in prejudices, the genetic flaws if you will, are based on racism.  They diverge from 
that point. Just as cancer needs to turn the body’s cells against itself and treat our cells as if 
they are not our cells, but invaders,  and multiply, so does it work to the benefit of the super 
wealthy & powerful, to turn us against each other, to treat others like us as if they were 
invaders of our realm.  
 
The wealthy prefer we only hear legends about their philanthropy, their successes (as if those 
successes were not predicated on piracy or on cheating, or relying on the labors of slavory, etc.) 
and to view them as the ideals to which we should all aspire.  That’s wrong because the 
imbalance of wealth in the extreme, which is what we have now, requires that lesser income 
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earners work harder, pay more, have less, acquire more debt.  Every system relies on a 
hierarchy, layers of work division, wealth, investment, and management. That’s how it’s 
supposed to function. Not everyone makes the same. Not everyone has the same. But everyone 
has their needs met, and some have greater wealth, others are able to earn or gain more 
without being burdened with supporting the wealthiest who bleed them of hope, dignity and 
opportunity.  
 
But when the wealthiest decide they want to pay for nothing while taking everything, the 
imbalance becomes critical.  
 
Cancer eventually cripples and kills its host body, unless it is stopped, unless it is cured. In order 
for it to be cured, it has to be recognized for what it is. Ignoring it saves no one.  
 
Ignoring the corruption that favors the wealthiest and hurts the rest of us, cannot be ignored. It 
was ignored for too long when it was “okay” for it to rob those we were taught were lesser 
Humans. The “less deserving” were defined as “them”, and Them were defined by race, color, 
religion, gender, creed…  
 
The cancer that is killing our country has metastasized through every organ of our political 
system and the cure is to attack it at the cellular level. That’s why you see more people 
becoming involved in politics and taking over from the Conservative Greed Party, from town 
councils on up to State and Federal offices, and winning.   
 
The tumors at the top of the Corruption Cancer, are vile, ugly, destructive and menacing to the 
safety of us all. The tumors at the top didn’t happen overnight. They have been infecting the 
body politic since Nixon, who was a crook.  
 
The narrative they used to metastasize to other cells featured lies about the other party. The 
facts were that despite claiming to be the party of Law & Order (a dog whistle to tell White 
People they will lock up all those “other” people), of fiscal conservatism, and the only Patriots 
in the game, they are in fact, none of the above.  
 
The party of Law & Order is defying the laws that others must abide by. Refusing to show up to 
testify when they have been subpoenaed is a clue. The laws do not apply to the corrupt. If we 
have laws, only the corrupt will ignore them. It works for them. Sort of.  
 
Fiscal Conservatism is another dog whistle that means: “We’ll cut taxes (but only for the 
wealthiest)” while the taxes for the average worker have gone up while wages have stagnated 
for decades and the cost of living has skyrocketed. This is the formula that gave us 
homelessness in the Reagan era. Cut taxes for the wealthy, cut services for the needy, 
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dispossess people from their homes… every tax cut coincides with spikes in homelessness, 
addiction, violence.  But you think those tax cuts to billionaires will trickle down? 40 plus years 
has proven, that is not how you build a strong economy. You build a strong economy by paying 
livable wages, a healthy and helpful safety net that helps people get on their feet, not one that 
throws them out in the cold.  
 
Meanwhile, those tax cuts also raise the debt and the deficit. A fact that is only noticed when 
Democrats take the helm and begin the process of cutting both by taxing the wealthy, raising 
wages, and protecting the services that keep people from being dispossessed.  And they are 
vilified for it in the media.  
 
Obama had the debt and deficit cut almost in half from what he inherited from W. When 
George W Bush handed over the reins, our economy was in a death spiral.  Jobs were being lost 
at an alarming 300-840 per month! Notable that during his inauguration, Republican Leaders in 
the Senate and House both had a meeting at a Mexican Restaurant where they swore that 
under no circumstances would they vote “yes” on anything proposed by Obama, even if it was 
their own ideas, even if it was good for the country. And they were proud of throwing up 
obstacles and opposing every single bill he proposed, or signed. Every single bill.  
 
Since taking office, Trump has exceeded what it was during George W. Bush’s term… the one 
that drove us to the brink of economic ruin. Not a peep from media. Not. A. Peep. 
 
Instead of helping to fix the economic system they had broken, they worked to undermine all 
efforts to make repairs. They were so opposed to having Affordable Healthcare for average 
citizens, they voted over 70 times (55 times during Obama’s tenure) to overturn it.  This, while 
their constituents were being served by Doctors Without Borders, in makeshift tents, in 
communities mostly in the South, where both poverty and Republicans had taken hold since 
the White Backlash against the Voting Rights Act of 1964, was signed. Racist Dems voted 
against that Act and became Republicans. Racism has been the foundation of the Republican 
Party ever since that time.  
 
In order for Republicans to stay in power, they have to keep people in poverty, uneducated, 
and angry at people just like them, only not the same race, not the same gender, not the same 
religion… and it has worked. Until the tumors at the top became so obvious, so ugly, we 
couldn’t help but see them.  
 
That’s where decades of gerrymandering, voter suppression tactics and mechanisms, corrupt 
courts, and corrupt media stepped in to maintain the status quo of corruption über alles.  
Media was allowed to monopolize: thousands of outlets in radio, tv, newspapers, magazines, 
book publishing, movie making… boiled down to what we have today: 6 very White, Very Male, 
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Very Conservative Corporations with Old White Males at the helm, owning all of it.  Do you 
think they won’t slant in their favor in order to save their Zero Tax bracket?  
 
Cancer must be rooted out at the cellular level. We must take control over the curriculum in 
schools, the agenda of town councils, State Legislatures and our Federal Government and hold 
it to what is beneficial to the greater progress of us all.  Cancer will eventually kill its host body, 
but this cancer on our system has the advantage of being able to breed more and deeper 
poverty faster than they can kill it off, so they will always be allowed to fester.  
 
The cellular level we must battle at starts within each of us. We must examine our biases, our 
prejudices and really question if what we believe has foundation in fact, or just embedded 
through false narratives told to us for generations.  We must rid ourselves of the toxins that 
weaken us as individuals and which prevent us from unifying for our greater good.  
 
Our weakness makes us feel helpless and is perpetuated by our biases. Biases that were 
instilled at Contact to justify the stealing of lands, slaughter and genocides of entire tribes, the 
breaking of every treaty, and the demonization of those victimized by corruption.   
 
A demonization that was accepted because they weren’t “us”. Well, now they are US. And now 
the treaties we are breaking are with our international allies, and that is weakening us as a 
nation. We know Trump is corrupt, and we blame him. But he could do none of this without 
being carried on the shoulders of those who paved the way for him to rise, and who do nothing 
to stop him. The entire Republican Party is now corrupt.  
 
I look at Kevin Cramer in North Dakota. A man I thought cared about the most vulnerable 
children, and he turns his back on children being stolen at the border. At babies being born to 
refugees in cages, and taken from their mothers, and sold into adoptions with no paperwork to 
even allow them to know.  
 
When asked what he thought of North Dakota Voters during this time of rampant chaos, he 
laughed and said that they were too busy trimming their nails. He stays in power because those 
in his state who vote, couldn’t care less. What the hell is that?  
 
Cancer will kill a body. It will only cripple a nation because the system works to breed more and 
deeper poverty and deprivation faster than they can kill it off.  
 
The cellular level is voting in every election, regardless of the outcome. You are not voting for 
which team will win a sporting event, you are voting for the best chance to defeat corruption. 
You are voting to protect others because that is the only way you can protect yourself.  
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You are going to get involved in what the schools are teaching and demand it be factual and 
accurate.  And those you elect you will hold accountable for how they vote, and if they vote to 
protect the wealthy, the powerful at the expense of you and those like you, you are going to 
vote them out.  Until we actively hold those who are elected accountable to us, we remain 
powerless.  Once it starts, and it has started, it must be maintained. This cancer on the body 
politic did not happen overnight. It did not happen with just one election being stolen by the 
Electoral College that ignored the most qualified candidate who got 3 Million more votes than 
the man they handed it to based on a sketchy 70K vote count in 3 suspicious states instead. It 
began with the demonization of people that didn’t look like us. It began with the notion that 
women were not qualified because they only serve as incubators for the seed of men.   
 
A lot of lies were cemented into the preconceptions that made stealing this election, 
acceptable. And all of it was in service of a system that protects the most corrupt. A system that 
has been building itself since Nixon who was in fact, a crook.  
 
If you like it, keep it.  If you realize that it’s hurting everyone and will make your life less 
profitable, less secure, more susceptible to violence and the consequences of addictions 
(yourself, your family, your neighborhood), then you need to do something about it.  
 
If nothing else, I have warned my readers for decades that what was allowed to happen in 
Indian Country was setting a Federal Precedence that would eventually affect the lives of all of 
us. It was as ugly as I thought it would be and even uglier in where it’s going than what we can 
sustain.  
 
Our national position of strength has diminished as we take orders from both Russia and North 
Korea as to what we are allowed to do and whom we are allowed to make alliances with.  The 
respect we once held, is gone. Our betrayals of other nations, of our stated values, lies in a 
heap over there and everywhere that we once stood tall, proud and respected.  
 
We are diminished in influence and strength. All because our biases, our prejudices and our 
installed ignorance, have been played upon by those who master psychological warfare, and 
who are laughing at us as we battle among ourselves, some to recover our dignity, and others 
to keep dividing us by race, gender, religion, color, … do we give into that? Or do we wise up?  
 
The cure for our cancer is a drastic awakening. The fog of dreams past beckons us to remain 
asleep.  The cure is to speak up and stand up. It’s happening. But is it enough without all of us?  
 
The United States was founded on Commerce. The colonies were there to exploit resources. A 
Revolutionary War was fought because we wanted Representation.  The Ideal was, that we 
would also have Justice, a system of fairness and Justice. So far, that just remains a Dream, but 
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dreams do matter. They are important. We can live in our better dreams or our worst 
nightmares.  It would appear that that is up to us, all of us, to wake up and make our best 
dreams and ideals, realized.  
 
You know where to find me.  
~Cat 


